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Abstract
We revisit the resolution of the one-dimensional Schro¨dinger hamiltonian with a Coulomb λ{|x| potential.
We examine among its self-adjoint extensions those which are compatible with physical conservation laws. In
the one-dimensional semi-infinite case, we show that they are classified on a Up1q circle in the attractive case and
on pR,`8q in the repulsive one. In the one-dimensional infinite case, we find a specific and original classification
by studying the continuity of eigenfunctions. In all cases, different extensions are incompatible one with the
other. For an actual experiment with an attractive potential, the bound spectrum can be used to discriminate
which extension is the correct one.
1 Introduction
The Coulomb problem addresses the non-relativistic Schro¨dinger equation with a 3-dimensional Coulomb potential,
restricted to one dimension; it has inspired a vast corpus of scientific literature for the last seventy years1–11. Some
results have been much debated. Mathematical aspects are now fully understood, but physical ones want for more
elaborated and robust interpretation, which we provide in details here.
In this article, we study the Coulomb potential, either restricted to a semi-infinite line, or else to a full infinite
line. We will formally write the corresponding hamiltonian H “ ´d2{dx2 ` V in dimensionless units and D will
represent the domain on which wavefunctions are defined, so the first case corresponds to D “ R˚`, while the second
to D “ R. When necessary, we will write HpDq instead of H . One may note that the Schro¨dinger equation for
D “ R˚` is equivalent, through a simple mapping, to the radial one for D “ R3 in 3-dimension with zero orbital
momentum, L “ 0.
This work lies at the frontier between physics and mathematics, because Coulomb hamiltonians HpR˚`q and
HpRq, although defined on a physical basis, reveal non self-adjoint. In such a case, one usually needs to study the
self-adjoint extensions K of the hamiltonian. But, in this very case, the situation is even worse, because H is not
even symmetric6,11 (that is, one can find two states ϕ and χ such that xϕ|H |χy ‰ xχ|H |ϕy). In such a situation,
one must restrict the Hilbert space on which eigenstates are defined, in order to get a symmetric operator, the
self-adjoint extensions K of which are well-defined. We call L this restricted Hilbert space.
When the self-adjoint extension of an operator is unique, these mathematical manipulations are transparent
because the spectral theorem applies, so the action of the operator is defined unambiguously on any function of
L. This is the case for almost all standard hamiltonians found in scientific literature, which are moreover generally
well defined without any restriction (that is L “ L2pDq), so one does not need to care about all these mathematical
subtleties.
However, HpR˚`q and HpRq belong to the class of operators, which admit several self-adjoint extensions. Each
extension is incompatible with the other, so one must choose only one extension at a time, where to define a
complete set of eigenstates. From a physical point of view, the interpretation of the operator action on a wave-
function is ambiguous, since its definition depends on the extension which is chosen. Deficiency coefficients are
defined, which indicate the number of degrees of freedom, for this choice. For HpR˚`q, authors have found13,14,12,15
one continuous degree of freedom.
1
2 Motivation
The interest of the Coulomb problem lies in its unusual properties: the fact that hamiltonian HpR˚`q and HpRq
are not self-adjoint and not even symmetric, so that one must construct maximal restrictions L and study their
self-adjoint extensions K. Our aim is to find a physical interpretation of these extensions, in order to identify
those which are compatible with standard physical laws and those which are not.
The boundary triples theory, which is proved for the Coulomb problem12, establishes that any eigenfunction
ψ of K is an eigenfunction of H with specific boundary conditions. This result, to which we will refer as the
boundary triples theorem, provides a physical interpretation of all the self-adjoint extensions to be found. We will
also benefit of all previous classifications of these extensions13,14,12,15 and repeat some of these calculations, taking
into account physical considerations.
In what concerns the semi-infinite line, all self-adjoint extensions of HpR˚`q reveal compatible with physical
conservation laws, so the main contribution of this study on HpR˚`q consists mainly in a more physical and
pedagogical way to construct them. However, we provide an original description of the space parameter of these
extensions, which is topologically equivalent to Up1q in the attractive case and to pR,8q in the repulsive one.
On the contrary, self-adjoint extensions of HpRq are not all compatible with physical conservation laws. Indeed,
their study brings a specific difficulty: the connection of the solution defined on R˚` with that defined on R
˚
´, since
the continuity of eigenfunctions at x “ 0 is not guaranteed. This has been very debated and we propose an original
connection process, which is founded on physical conservation laws and gives new, although compatible, results.
Altogether, we prove a new classification of the self-adjoint extensions of HpRq, excluding those which are not
compatible with physical conservation laws. Accordingly, this classification maps on a space of extension parameter,
which is reduced compared to that of previous classifications15, but the deficiency coefficient remains equal to 2.
The parameter space of our classification is the product of a one-dimensional closed line by a phase similar to a
gauge degree of freedom.
In what concerns the 3-dimension space, in spite of the mapping between its Schro¨dinger equation with that of
HpR˚`q, the corresponding classifications of self-adjoint extensions are different (see however appendix), since the
deficiency coefficient of HpR3q is zero12, that is HpR3q is self-adjoint, when defined in L2pR3q.
The present article is organized as follows: we will first focus on the D “ R˚` case and classify all self-adjoint
extensions of HpR˚`q, both for an attractive potential or a repulsive one. In particular, we define and exhibit the
Dirichlet or Neumann extensions. Then, we study in details the continuation problem in the D “ R case. Next, we
study physical applications of D “ R3, D “ R and D “ R˚` cases. In a fifth part, we examine the spectral theorem.
In the next one, we exhibit the extension parameter spaces. Finally, we will review the highlights of this work on
the Coulomb problem. Some notations and terms are given afterwards in Tab. 1.
3 Self-adjoint extensions in the R˚` case
Operator HpR˚`q is unbound and can not be defined on L2pR˚`q, the Hilbert space of square-integrable functions.
Eigenfunctions φe obey equation
´d
2φe
dx2
pxq ` λ
x
φepxq “ e φepxq @x ą 0 (1)
where we have multiplied Schro¨dinger equation by 2m{~2, so e is the reduced energy corresponding to E “ ~2e{p2mq;
we define λ ” 2mqq1
4πǫo~2
, m is the mass of the particle, ǫo vacuum permittivity, ~ the reduced Planck constant and q,
q1 the electric charges. For e ą 0 (free states of positive energy), the solutions of (1) read
Ψkpxq “ αkFηpkxq ` βkGηpkxq , with momentum k ”
?
e, η ” λ{p2kq and (2)
Fηpuq ” Cηu e´iuMp1´ iη, 2, 2iuq , Gηpuq ” ℜ
ˆ
2η
u e´iu Γp´iηq
Cη
Up1´ iη, 2, 2iuq
˙
, with Cη ” e´
πη
2
c
πη
sinhpπηq .
2
Here, Γ is the gamma function, M the regular confluent hypergeometric function and U the logarithmic confluent
hypergeometric function16. Both Fη and Gη are continuous and bounded, see Ref. 11 for asymptotic behavior
and other properties. The case e “ 0 extends this case when the potential is attractive, see section 3.8.4.
For e ă 0 (bound states of negative energy), the solutions of (1) read
ϕkpxq “ µkfηpkxq ` νkgηpkxq , with momentum k ”
?´e, η ” λ{p2kq and (3)
fηpuq ” 2Dηu e´u Up1` η, 2, 2uq , gηpuq ” 2
a
|λ|u e´uMp1` η, 2, 2uq , with Dη ” |Γp1` ηq|
a
|λ|b
1´ 2η ` 2η2 ψ
dig
1p1` ηq
.
Here, ψ
dig
is the digamma function. One finds fη P L1pR˚`q
Ş
L2pR˚`q
Ş
C8pR˚`q while gη P C8pR˚`q and diverges
as uÑ8. We have chosen }fη}2 “ 1 in L2pR˚`q.
For λ ă 0 so qq1 ă 0 and the potential is attractive, the spectrum of any self-adjoint extension will reveal infinite
and discrete. As we shall find, all solutions corresponding to η “ ´n, with n P N˚, belong to the same extension
and read fηpuq “ ´u e´u L1np2uq
?´2λ n´3{2, the standard Rydberg solution, with Ln the Laguerre polynomial.
They obey Dirichlet condition f´np0q “ 0. On the other hand, for ´η R N˚, fηp0q ‰ 0, see Ref. 11 for more
details. We will call Rydberg states, those following η “ ´n with n P N˚, and non Rydberg states the others. Note
that the definition of gη must be changed into
gηpuq ” 2
a
|λ|u eu Up1´ η, 2,´2uq
since, in that very case η “ ´n, u e´uMp1´ n, 2, 2uq is proportional to u e´u Up1´ n, 2, 2uq.
For λ ą 0 so qq1 ą 0 and the potential is repulsive, the spectrum of any self-adjoint extension will reveal
discrete, with a unique bound state of strictly negative energy, but in a specific case that we will explain further
on.
3.1 Existence of self-adjoint extension
The existence of self-adjoint extensions for the Coulomb potential has been fully established in several refer-
ences13,14,12,15 and needs not to be discussed here again. Indeed, the deficiency coefficients m˘ are found equal to
1, although not explicitly calculated in Ref. 13. We will construct all self-adjoint extensions as follows.
We will write HωpR˚`q the self-adjoint extensions of HpR˚`q, parametrized by ω, a symbolic index, the meaning
of which will be explained later on. The boundary triples theorem implies that HωpR˚`q is the restriction of HpR˚`q
on some domain L of eigenfunctions, which we write L “ Dω. We will first construct all possible symmetric
extensions of HpR˚`q with different boundary conditions and find self-adjoint ones HωpR˚`q as maximal symmetric
extensions15.
3.2 Description of a self-adjoint extension
In this part, we consider the attractive case. Let eω ă 0 be in the spectrum ofHωpR˚`q, that is ϕkω , with momentum
kω “
?´eω, is an eigenfunction of HωpR˚`q and belongs to Dω. There is such eω, otherwise the spectrum of
HωpR˚`q would be included in R`, which case we exclude later on. ϕkω is proportional to x ÞÑ fηωpkωxq (writing
ηω “ λ{p2kωq) because of (3); indeed, fηω P L2pR˚`q, so does ϕkω by definition, while gηω diverges, letting νkω “ 0.
The other factor reads then µkω “ eiθω , a constant phase factor which can be fixed arbitrarily.
One observes that not all functions ϕk belong to Dω, because the scalar product xfη1 |fη2y, which we calculate
in appendix, with arbitrary momenta ki “ λ{p2ηiq, is not always zero. Let us establish this result: we note γ
E
the
Euler constant and define function gb:
gbpxq ” ψ
dig
p1` xq ´ ln |x| ´ 1
2x
` 2 γ
E
;
3
then, the scalar products reads
xfη1 |fη2y “
Dη1Dη2 λ
2
k 21 ´ k 22
ˆ gbpη2q ´ gbpη1q
Γp1` η1qΓp1` η2q ; (4)
(this expression is valid when η1 Ñ η2 and the limit is 1); therefore an operator admitting all such eigenfunctions
would not be symmetric6,11. 
Let Sω ”
 
e P R˚´
L xϕkω |ϕ?´ey “ 0(Ť eω(. We will prove that the set of bound states ofHωpR˚`q corresponds
to functions generated by Bω ” tϕk P L2pR˚`q
L ´k2 P Sωu, so the spectrum of HωpR˚`q will exactly be SωŤR`.
Let us characterize Sω. The condition xϕk1 |ϕk2y “ 0 reduces to
gbpη1q “ gbpη2q (5)
so Sω “
 
e
L
gb
`
λ
2
?´e
˘ “ gbpηωq(. We study the zeros of gbpηq ´ gbpηωq further on. (5) implies that any function
ϕk orthogonal to ϕkω obeys gbpηq “ gbpηωq so all functions in Bω are either proportional or orthogonal to each
other. By construction, Bω is maximal, because any function orthogonal to ϕkω belongs to it; there cannot be any
other eigenfunction in Dω corresponding to a bound state , so tφe P Dω
L
e P Sωu Ď Bω. However, we cannot claim
yet that this inclusion is an equality, because the scalar product of a bound state with a free one could be different
from zero.
Let us discard this possibility and thus prove tφe P Dω
L
e P Sωu “ Bω. Let us examine free states. Let Fω be
the set of functions φe “ Ψk, with e ą 0 and momentum k “
?
e, such that
xϕkω |Ψky “ 0 . (6)
Each φe P Fω reads φepxq “ αωηFηpk xq ` βωηGηpk xq using (2). Let us define gf :
gfpxq ” ℜ
`
ψ
dig
p1` ixq˘` 2 γ
E
´ ln |x| ,
then the scalar products xfη1 |Fη2y and xfη1 |Gη2y calculated in appendix read
xfη1 |Fη2y “
Dη1Cη2
4η2Γp1` η1q ˆ
λ3{2
k 21 ` k 22
; xfη1 |Gη2y “
Dη1
Cη2
gbpη1q ´ gfpη2q
2Γp1` η1q ˆ
λ3{2
k 21 ` k 22
. (7)
We define ζωη ” αωη
L
βωη . For ´η1 R N˚ (non Rydberg states), using (6) with (7), one finds
@e1 “ ´k 21 P Sω ζωk “
2η
C 2η
`
gfpηq ´ gbpη1q
˘ “ 2η
C 2η
`
gfpηq ´ gbpηωq
˘
using (5). (8)
For ´η1 P N˚ (Rydberg states), one finds xfη1 |Fη2y “ 0 and xfη1 |Gη2y “ p´1qη1 Γp´η1qDη1Cη2
λ3{2
k 21 `k 22 so one must
choose βk2 “ 0 and gets ζk2 “ 8. (8) extends in this case, since gbpηωq Ñ 8 when ηω Ñ ´n with n P N˚.
(8) implies that Ψk is orthogonal to any function ϕk1 P Bω as soon as it is orthogonal to ϕkω . All free eigenfunctions
of HωpR˚`q must belong to Fω, so they respect (8); thus, they are all orthogonal to any ϕk1 P BωpR˚`q; this ends
our demonstration. 
Conversely, all elements in Fω are eigenfunctions of HωpR˚`q. In that purpose, let us establish the generalized
orthonormality of all elements in Fω. Let φe1 and φe2 be in Fω, with e1 ‰ e2. The scalar products xFη1 |Fη2y,
xFη1 |Gη2y, xGη1 |Fη2y and xGη1 |Gη2y, calculated in appendix read
xGη1 |Gη2y “
λ
Cη1Cη2
gfpη2q ´ gfpη1q
k 21 ´ k 22
` δpk1 ´ k2q ; xFη1 |Fη2y “ δpk1 ´ k2q ; xFη1 |Gη2y “
λCη1
2η1Cη2
1
k 21 ´ k 22
. (9)
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For e1 ‰ e2, we span the scalar product xφe1 |φe2y using (2) and (8), which gives
xφe1 |φe2y “ αωη1αωη2xFη1 |Fη2y ` αωη1βωη2xFη1 |Gη2y ` βωη1αωη2xGη1 |Fη2y ` βωη1βωη2xGη1 |Gη2y
“ η
2
1 η
2
2
λCη1Cη2
βωη1β
ω
η2
η 21 ´ η 22
´
0´ 2η1
`
gfpη1q ´ gbpηωq
˘ 2
η1
` 2η2
`
gfpη2q ´ gbpηωq
˘ 2
η2
´ 4` gfpη2q ´ gfpη1q˘¯
` p|αωη1 |2 ` |βωη1 |2qδpk1 ´ k2q
“ δpk1 ´ k2q ,
where ζη1 “ ζη1 follows (8). 
We have proved that all bound eigenfunctions of HωpR˚`q are in Bω while all free ones are in Fω. Therefore, we
get Dω “ Bω
Ť
Fω. We define rHω the restriction of HpR˚`q on Dω. We will prove now that rHω is symmetric, that
is xp rHωψq|ϕy “ xψ|p rHωϕqy for all ψ, ϕ P Dω. Let pe1, e2q be such that ψ “ φe1 and ϕ “ φe2 (depending on whether
ψ belongs to the free or the bound spectrum, either e1 P R` or e1 P Sω , and idem for ϕ with e2). One writes then
xp rHωψq|ϕy ´ xψ|p rHωϕqy “ e1ljhn
“e1
xψ|ϕy ´ e2xψ|ϕy “ pe1 ´ e2qxψ|ϕy “ 0
The last equality is proved by discussing whether e1 ‰ e2, so ψ “ φe1 K φe2 “ ϕ, following all previous discussions,
or else e1 “ e2. 
Let us prove that rHω is maximal ad absurdum. Since it is symmetric, it admits a self-adjoint extension K,
which is defined on C
Ť
Dω, where C is some non empty space, by hypothesis. Let us write KC the restriction of
K on C. Let tφi, i P Iu be a basis of Dω, and tψj , j P J u a basis of C. One writes
K|φiy “ rHω |φiy “ ÿ
kPI
aki |φky K|ψjy “
ÿ
kPI
bkj |φky `
ÿ
lPJ
clj |ψly .
Multiplying the first line by xψj | and the second by xφi|, one gets bij “ 0, so xφi|ψjy “ 0 @i, j. K is symmetric, so
xψi|K|ψjy “ xψj|K|ψiy, which implies cji “ cij @i, j. Eventually, we have established that KC is symmetric. From
standard algebra17, there exists at least an eigenfunction φ0 P C, and its eigenvalue e0 is real.
Applying the boundary triples theorem, the function φ0 is a solution of the differential equation HpR˚`qφ0pxq “
e0φ0pxq, with particular boundary conditions. If e0 ă 0, one finds immediately that φ0 P Bω. If e0 ě 0, one must
first write that xϕk|φ0y “ 0 for all k (ϕk are the elements of Bω); following the previous construction, one eventually
finds that φ0 P Fω. We have proved φ0 P Dω, which contradicts φ0 P C, so the maximality of rHω is proved. rHω is symmetric and maximal, that is, it is a self-adjoint extension. Furthermore, rHω is simple. Concerning
bound states, this results from the elimination of functions proportional to gη. Concerning free states, it follows
(8). Now, let φe be any eigenfunction included in the domain of HωpR˚`q. This domain includes φeω , so φe must
be either orthogonal to φeω or have eigenvalue eω. In the first case, φe belongs to Dω. In the second case, it is
proportional to φeω (still resulting from the elimination of functions proportional to gηω). This proves that the
domain ofHωpR˚`q is included in that of rHω, so rHω is an extension ofHωpR˚`q. Self-adjoint extensions are maximal,
so rHω “ HωpR˚`q, which is therefore completely determinate. 
3.3 Classification in the attractive case
Set Sω contains the zeros of η ÞÑ gb
`´` λ
2η
˘2˘ ´ gbpeωq, which we represent for several values of ω in Fig. 1. To
characterize each set Bω, we follow the results in Ref. 12 and define rBω “  ϕk P L2pR˚`q L Bϕkpxq|λ|Bx `ϕkpxq lnp|λ|xq
“ ωϕkpxq
(
. This condition differs from the more usual one Bφpk xqBx “ ωφpk xq. Another possible characterization is
given in Ref. 13. For a given number ω P R, we define ηω to be any solution of gbpηq “ ´ω (one can chose the
highest η, as we will prove further on that this set has a maximum).
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Figure 1: Here are the curves η ÞÑ xϕ´ λ
2n
|ϕ´ λ
2η
y, for n “ ´1{2 (dashed line), n “ ´3{4 (dotted line), n “ ´1
(plain line), n “ ´5{4 (dot-dashed line), n “ ´3{2 (dashed line), n “ ´7{4 (dotted line) and n “ ´2 (plain line).
The zeros of each curve read η “ λ
2
?´e where e P Sω , with ω “ ´ gbpnq, as explained further on. The curves seem
to form pairs corresponding to pn, n ` 1q, in particular, one could believe that each pair intersects on the η-axis
(abscissa), but this is wrong, except for pn, n` 1q “ p´2,´1q which correspond to the same Rydberg set S8. All
the other intersections are only close to zero, so that, indeed, S´ gbpnq ‰ S´ gbpn`1q. η “ n is missing, because
xϕ´ λ
2n
|ϕ´ λ
2n
y ‰ 0.
Let us prove Bω “ rBω. First, we will show that two functions in rBω are either proportional or orthogonal. One
finds, for non Rydberg eigenfunctions (´η R N˚),
Bfη
`
λx
2η
˘
Bx “
λ
2η
f 1η
´λx
2η
¯
so lim
xÑ0
Bfη
`
λx
2η
˘
|λ|Bx ` fη
´λx
2η
¯
lnp|λ|xq “ ´ gbpηqDη
Γp1` ηq
while lim
xÑ0
fη
´λx
2η
¯
“ Dη
Γp1` ηq so limxÑ0
Bfηpλx2η q
|λ|Bx ` fη
`
λx
2η
˘
lnp|λ|xq
fη
`
λx
2η
˘ “ ´ gbpηq .
Thus, it comes that all elements in rBω verify ω “ ´ gbpηq, so, using (5), the proposition is proved, except for
Rydberg states such that ´η P N˚. For these, the last limit gives 8. However, these eigenfunctions are well known
and indeed orthogonal (see section 3.8.1), so the result extends to this case immediately. Conversely, any index η
corresponding to ϕk P Bω verifies gbpηq “ gbpηωq “ ´ω. Eventually, this proves rBω “ Bω. 
Let’s define rFω “  Ψk P L8pR˚`q L BΨkpxq|λ|Bx `Ψkpxq lnp|λ|xq “ ωΨkpxq(. We will prove now that rFω “ Fω. We
first show F Ă rFω. One finds
lim
xÑ0
lim
xÑ0
Fη
´λx
2η
¯
“ 0 ; lim
xÑ0
Fη
´λx
2η
¯
lnp|λ|xq “ 0 ;
BFη
`
λx
2η
˘
|λ|Bx “
Cη
2η
then lim
xÑ0
Gη
´λx
2η
¯
“ 1
Cη
and lim
xÑ0
BGη
`
λx
2η
˘
|λ|Bx `Gη
´λx
2η
¯
lnp|λ|xq “ ´gfpηq
Cη
;
so, considering any φepxq “ αωkFηpk xq ` βωηGηpk xq P Fω with βωk ‰ 0, one gets
lim
xÑ0
αωk
BFηpλx2η q
|λ|Bx ` βωη
BGηpλx2η q
|λ|Bx
αωkFη
`
λx
2η
˘` βωηGη`λx2η ˘ ` lnp|λ|xq “ ζωk limxÑ0
BFηpλx2η q
|λ|Bx
Gη
`
λx
2η
˘ ` lim
xÑ0
BGηpλx2η q
|λ|Bx
Gη
`
λx
2η
˘ ` lnp|λ|xq
“ 2ηpgfpηq ´ gbpηωqq 1
2η
´ gfpηq “ ´ gbpηωq .
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while, for βωk “ 0, which corresponds to Rydberg states, one gets
lim
xÑ0
BFηpλx2η q
|λ|Bx ` Fη
`
λx
2η
˘
lnp|λ|xq
Fη
`
λx
2η
˘ “ 8 .
This proves exactly that φe belongs to rFω. Reversely, let us show that any element φe P rFω belongs to Fω. Using
(2), one writes φe “ αkFη ` βkGη. Then, from the definition of rFω, one gets
αk
Cη
2η
´ βk gfpηq
Cη
“ βk ω
Cη
ðñ
#
if βk ‰ 0 ζk “ 2ηC 2η
`
ω ` gfpηq
˘
;
if βk “ 0 ζk “ 8 ;
and the scalar product xϕηω |φey reads
xϕηω |φey “ αkxϕηω |Fηy ` βkxϕηω |Gηy “
µkωλ
3{2
2pk 2ω ` k2qΓp1` ηωq
´αkCη
2η
` βk
Cη
p´ω ´ gfpηq
¯
“ 0
so φe P Fω. The case βk “ 0 corresponds to the Rydberg one, ζk “ 8 “ ω, and |ϕη8y is orthogonal to all states
in F8. 
Our classification is coherent with that of Ref. 12, all self-adjoint extensions of HpR˚`q are classified by ω P R.
The topology of the parameter space is studied in section 7.2.
3.4 Classification in the repulsive case
We now consider the repulsive case. The physical situation is very different to the previous one, for instance, one
observes that there is no Rydberg state, that is no eigenfunction obeying φep0q “ 0, however many steps of the
calculations are similar, so we will only point out the differences.
Keeping the definition of gb with η ą 0, one finds (4) with the opposite sign. Then, (5) has no solutions, but
the existence of a bound state will hold in the repulsive case, which means that it is a unique bound state. This
is true for all ω, see for instance Fig. 2, and confirmed by the bijectivity of η ÞÑ ωpηq, as one observes on Fig. 3.
However, (8) extends in the repulsive case, where ηω stands for the unique bound state in HωpR˚`q and the sign is
also changed.
In the free spectrum, a similar sign difference occurs:
xGη1 |Gη2y “
λ
Cη1Cη2
gfpη1q ´ gfpη2q
k 21 ´ k 22
` δpk1 ´ k2q ,
where the definition of gf is unchanged. The scalar prod-
uct expression xGη1 |Fη2y is unchanged but mind that
its real sign is also changed after that of η. Eventu-
ally, the demonstration that all functions in Fω respect
xΦe1 |Φe2y=0 holds, and, consequently, the determination
of HωpR˚`q is formally identical.
The characterization of Fω is performed with index
ωpηq “ lim
xÑ0
Bφepλx2η q
λBx ´ φe
`
λx
2η
˘
lnpλxq
φe
`
λx
2η
˘
2 4 6 8
η
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
〈φλ |φ λ
2 η
〉
Figure 2: xϕλ|ϕ λ
2η
y versus η in the repul-
sive case; the choice η1 “ 12 is arbitrary,
curves obtained for other values are similar.
(note the sign difference). With this new definition, index ωpηq has the same expression than in the attractive
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case. The demonstration is straight forward for the bound states; for free ones, one finds
lim
xÑ0
BGη
`
λx
2η
˘
λBx ´Gη
´λx
2η
¯
lnpλxq “ gfpηq
Cη
and lim
xÑ0
Gη
´λx
2η
¯
“ ´ 1
Cη
;
the expression obtained for Fη are unchanged, but mind that the real sign is changed after that of η. Eventually,
there is no sign change for index ωpηq in all cases. We plot this function in Fig. 3 and observe another major
difference: it maps R˚` on s ´ 8, 2 γEs.
1 2 3 4 5
η
-1.0
-0.5
0.5
1.0
ω
Figure 3: ω versus η in the repulsive case. The asymptote ω “ 2 γ
E
is drawn with a dashed line.
As a consequence, ω is bounded from above. The particular value ω “ 2 γ
E
brings a very peculiar situation and
must be studied elsewhere.
3.5 Existence of a bound state
The classification of self-adjoint extensions of HpR˚`q is achieved, except that we did not prove the existence of a
bound eigenstate |ϕkωy of HωpR˚`q associated to the eigenvalue eω ď 0 in both attractive and repulsive cases.
We suppose ad absurdum that the spectrum is included in R`. We consider two eigenfunctions Ψk1 and Ψk2 .
We can choose momenta k1 ‰ k2, otherwise HωpR˚`q would only act on functions Fη1 and Gη1 , which norm are
infinite; no integrable function could be constructed and this extension would not be physical. The same argument
holds if there is only one eigenfunction.
Using (2) and (9), one gets
xΨk1 |Ψk2y “
λ
k 21 ´ k 22
´
´ Cη1αk1βk2
2η1Cη2
` Cη2αk2βk1
2η2Cη1
` βk1βk2
Cη1Cη2
`
gfpη1q ´ gfpη2q
˘¯ “ 0 .
If βk1 “ 0 and βk2 ‰ 0, one gets αk1 “ 0, which is impossible since Ψk1 ‰ 0. So, either both βki are zero, or both
are different from zero. In the first case, this property extends to all free states, which are therefore all Rydberg
free ones; thus, HωpR˚`q can extend on all standard Rydberg solutions, including bound ones, which contradicts
our hypothesis.
The remaining case leads to βki ‰ 0 @i “ 1, 2, which means that momenta ki correspond to non Rydberg states.
Multiplying by
Cη1Cη2
βk1βk2
, one gets
´C
2
η1
ζk1
2η1
` C
2
η2
ζk2
2η2
` gfpη1q ´ gfpη2q “ 0 . (10)
One can assume βki real, without loss of generality. Let us define the real and purely imaginary parts of
eigenstates Ψki , Ψ
r
ki
“ ℜpΨkiq and Ψiki “ ℑpΨkiq. Since (1) is real, both Ψrki and Ψiki are eigenfunctions associated
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to the same momentum ki. By construction (βki real), Ψ
i
ki
9 Fηi , which corresponds to a Rydberg state (because
gbp λ2k q “ 8, cf. 3.3, in which this item holds both for repulsive or attractive case) and is contradictory, unless
Ψiki “ 0. Altogether, this implies that ζki is real @i “ 1, 2. Eventually, one gets
C 2η1 ζk1
2η1
´ gfpη1q “
C 2η2 ζk2
2η2
´ gfpη2q , (11)
so
C 2η ζk
2η
´gfpηq is a real constant, which we write rω. From the classifications above, one observes that all functions
Ψk are eigenfunctions of HrωpR˚`q, which proves an extension of HωpR˚`q and therefore contains bound eigenstates.
We have reached a contradiction. In all cases, we have shown that there is at least one bound state. 
In the repulsive case, it is the only one. In the attractive case, they are infinitely many; let us study that of
highest energy.
3.6 Maximum of Sω
For the attractive case, η ă 0, so one is interested in the maximal value ηω max corresponding to the maximum of
Sω. There exists such a maximum, this is visible on Fig. 4, which is a close focus of Fig. 1 in the interval r´ 12 , 0s.
-0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1
-0.5
0.5
〈φ
-
λ
2 n
|φ
-
λ
2η
〉
η
n=–
1
2
n=–
3
4
n=–1
n=–
5
4
n=–
3
2
n=–
7
4
n=–2
Figure 4: Here is a zoom of Fig. 1 in the interval r´ 1
2
, 0s.
To be more precise, the slope of curve η ÞÑ xϕ´ λ
2n
|ϕ´ λ
2η
y at η “ 0 reads 2
Γpnq which indicates that the curves
corresponding to Rydberg eigenstates, ´n P N˚, are flat, while the sign of the slope of the other curves is positive
for rns` even and negative for rns` odd. Therefore, the maximal η ă 0, related to an energy e P Sω is the first zero
from the right. The only difficult case would be that of the flat curves; these however correspond to the standard
Rydberg solutions n P ´N˚, the maximal value of which is indeed ´1. 
3.7 Infinite energy state
In what precedes we exclude value η “ 0. Limit η Ñ 0 of eigenfunctions corresponding to bound states reads
f0puq “ e´u, but using rescaled ϕkpxq “ fηpkxq and renormalizing by Dη, one gets
lim
ηÑ0˘
ˆ
fη
´λx
2η
¯˙
“ 0
for all x P R˚` but not for x “ 0 (˘ “ ` in the repulsive case, ˘ “ ´ in the attractive one). The so called
infinite energy ´8 would correspond to a singular distribution with t0u support. Looking for such a solution, one
substitutes ϕ0 “
ř8
n“0 anδ
pnq in (1). In the η “ 0 limit, all coefficients an are found zero, which definitely discards
such solution.
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The limit η Ñ 0 of eigenfunctions corresponding to free states reads F0pxq “ sinpxq and G0pxq “ cospxq. Using
rescaled Φ0pxq “ α0F0pkxq ` β0G0pkxq (but no renormalization is needed, since the limit of Cη is 1), one gets
lim
ηÑ8
F˘η
´λx
2η
¯
“ 0 and lim
ηÑ8
G˘η
´λx
2η
¯
“ 1 .
The first is zero so the limit of eigenfunctions when eÑ `8 is the constant function Ψpxq “ 1.
Eventually, we should compare these limits to the solutions of (1), where η is replaced by 0. They read
φ8pxq “ ax ` b, but a ‰ 0 gives divergent non physical functions, so, up to an arbitrary phase, one finds b “ 1,
which is the e “ `8 limit. 
Incidentally, we are in position to discuss the long-standing claim1 of a solution |φ´8y with energy ´8: we see
that this solution does not exist, putting an end to this old story.
3.8 Discussion of some particular cases
3.8.1 Dirichlet solutions
We consider the attractive case. When ω Ñ ˘8, one gets the Dirichlet condition φep0q “ 0. For bound states,
this can be shown by examining the limit ϕkp0`q “ Dη{Γp1 ` ηq, which we give in section 3.3 and which is also
valid in the repulsive case. For free states, this follows, firstly, from the fact that ζk Ñ 8, as shown in the same
section, which implies βk Ñ 0 so φe 9 Fη, secondly from the limit Fηp0`q “ 0, still proved in that section. Then,
the corresponding values of S8 are exactly ´λ2{p4n2q, for all n P N˚, which is the standard Rydberg spectrum
(in dimensionless unit). Moreover, the function η ÞÑ ωpηq “ ´ gbpηq respects ωpη ` 1q “ ωpηq for all η “ ´n with
n P N˚ and only for these values.
In the repulsive case, one must recall that there is no Rydberg state, even in the limit ω Ñ ´8, so this
discussion is not relevant for this case.
3.8.2 Neumann solutions
The case ω “ 0 will be called the Neumann solutions, because the finite part18 of φ1e P D0, where the essential
divergent function lnpk xq is left aside, is exactly zero at x “ 0. These functions are very close to the anomalous
solutions of Ref. 11, however those do not belong to a single extension: they are proportional to Gη in the free
spectrum and correspond to ζk “ 0. We have shown previously that ζk “ 2ηC 2η pgfpηq ´ gbpηqq, which zeros are not
exactly periodic, on the contrary, each one belongs to a different extension. The very small difference between
any such anomalous state and the closest Neumann one explains the small violation of orthogonality that was
calculated11 (when η Ñ8, the difference between Neumann and anomalous solutions tends to zero, as well as the
scalar products between anomalous solutions).
As is well understood now, the correct choice is to consider functions in B0. On the contrary, it is not physical
to consider any two anomalous states together19, because they do not belong to the same self-adjoint extension.
3.8.3 Physical interpretation of ω
We did not give any physical interpretation of ω yet. It is the limit of the ratio Bφpxq|λ|Bx {φpxq between the derivative
of the wavefunction and the wavefunction itself when xÑ 0, after subtracting the divergent term ˘ lnp|λ|xq
(˘ “ ` when the potential is attractive, ˘ “ ´ when it is repulsive).
This ratio relates to the initial condition that one fixes at x “ 0 when solving Schro¨dinger equation Hφ “ Eφ.
An infinite ratio corresponds to choosing Dirichlet conditions, a zero ratio to Neumann ones, and any finite value
in-between means fixing an intermediate condition, that mixes φ and φ1.
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3.8.4 Solutions of zero energy
Writing R`, we have indicated that 0 must be included in the free spectrum. This is worth giving some details.
The solutions of (1) for e “ 0 and λ ă 0 read
Ψ0pxq “ αjpxq ` βypxq ; jpxq “
?|λ|xJ1` 2
?|λ|x˘ ; ypxq “ ?|λ|xY1` 2?|λ|x˘,
where J1 and Y1 are Bessel functions of, respectively, the first and second kind. That for λ ą 0 read
Ψ0pxq “ α ιpxq ` β κpxq ; ιpxq “
?|λ|xI1` 2
?|λ|x˘ ; κpxq “ ?|λ|xK1` 2?|λ|x˘,
where I1 and K1 are modified Bessel functions of, respectively, the first and second kind.
We have extended the notations we use for free states, because these solutions are indeed the limit of those
ones, j 9 F´8, y 9 G´8, ι 9 F8 and κ 9 G8. The attractive case η ă 0 brings nothing special, solutions j and
y have the standard properties of the eigenfunctions corresponding to free states ; one may say that this limit is
regular.
On the contrary, the repulsive case η ą 0 is extraordinary. Instead of heavy mathematical considerations, let us
explain the situation by hand. When one looks at the curves of functions x ÞÑ Fηpxq and x ÞÑ Gηpxq, for increasing
η, one observes that there are two regions x P r0, xηs and x P rxη,8r, where xη is a separating parameter which
we do not care to define properly here. In region r0, xηs, Fη resembles eigenfunction gη (in other words, it grows
considerably, as if it were diverging) and Gη resembles eigenfunction fη (in other words, it becomes exponentially
small). But, as these functions reach xη, they rapidly change shape and behave like those corresponding to standard
free states (bounded and oscillating).
This peculiar behavior, resembling bound states in a
first region then free ones afterwards, reaches its climax
when η Ñ 8, where xη Ñ 8: indeed, solution ι is di-
verging, while κ P L1pR˚`q
Ş
L2pR˚`q. In this very case,
F8 must be discarded and the scalar products between
G8 and eigenfunctions fη reads
xκ|fηy “ 2ηDη
Γp1` ηq
´
1` 2η` lnpηq ´ Γp1 ` ηq˘¯
and is non zero, as observed on Fig. 5. The orthogonal
combination of eigenfunctions Fη and Gη is governed by
ratio
α8η
β8η
“ 2η
C 2η
´
ℜ
`
Γp1´ iηq˘´ lnpηq¯ .
1 2 3 4 5 6
η
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
〈κ|gη 〉
Figure 5: xκ|gηy versus η.
Our guess is that, in the repulsive case, a singular contribution δpEq appears in the density of states, contrary
to the situation of the attractive case. This belief is founded by the existence of a bound eigenstate, to which
corresponds an integrable function, with eigenvalue e “ 0.
Eventually, one is interested in the corresponding value of index ωp8q. One finds ωp8q “ 2 γ
E
. Moreover, the
limit of regular bound eigenfunction ϕk, when η Ñ 8, does not exist, so there is exactly one bound eigenstate of
energy e “ 0 corresponding to ωp8q “ 2 γ
E
, which is exactly that proportional to κ.
4 The real line problem
We discuss here the attractive case for D “ R. We should point out that there was no need to use of any physical
constraint in the previous cases, except when we have discarded the hypothesis of a unique energy e ą 0 or that
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with only two energies e1 ą e2 ą 0. On the contrary, our determination of self-adjoint extensions for D “ R is
much more involved with physical laws. Our aim is to classify self-adjoint extensions that are compatible with
physical constraints.
We note φe eigenfunctions defined on D, φ
ą
e their restriction on R
˚
` and φ
ă
e that on R
˚
´. φ
ą
e obeys (1), while
φăe obeys
´B
2φe
Bx2 pxq ´
λ
x
φepxq “ eφepxq @x ă 0 . (12)
The continuity of all functions φe as well as their derivatives is easily verified for all x ‰ 0 from (1) and (12). The
only difficulty lies at x “ 0. Let us define the self-adjoint extensions of HpRq.
4.1 Self-adjoint extensions
The mathematical classification of all self-adjoint extensions, for D “ R, has already been done12 but no effort
has been made yet to interpret these from a physical point of view. We want to select, among all extensions, only
those, the eigenfunctions of which describe physical states.
Usually, authors impose continuous boundary conditions for all wavefunctions and their derivative20–23 but
these conditions reveal often too restrictive and other boundary conditions have been suggested24,25. So, we choose
weaker and universal constraints, which are compatible with any of these conditions and fit with all experimental
observations: the density of probability cannot vary discontinuously, therefore ρ “ |φ|2 must be continuous. ρ also
obeys the conservation of probability law (14). This implies eventually that dj{dx be defined at all x P R.
We introduce boundary condition Cpθq:
lim
εÑ0
´
φpεq ´ eiθ φp´εq
¯
“ 0 ;
lim
εÑ0
´
φ1pεqφp´εq ´ eiθ φ1p´εqφpεq
¯
“ 0 ;
,.- θ P r0, 2πr ;
we will find that physical states do respect conditions Cpθq. We will therefore construct self-adjoint extensions,
with these boundary conditions. More precisely, we will show that there are at maximum two values θ1 and θ2,
such that eigenfunctions obey Cpθiq, with i “ 1, 2.
As for D “ R˚`, we will admit the existence of self-adjoint extensions and construct them as maximal symmetric
operators. We write them H̟pRq, where ̟ is a symbolic parameter, the meaning of which we will clarify further
on. We write B̟ the set of eigenfunctions in the bound spectrum, F̟ that of eigenfunctions in the free spectrum,
D̟ “ B̟
Ť
F̟ and S̟ the corresponding bound spectrum.
4.2 Continuity of probability
Let φe be an eigenfunction of self-adjoint extension H̟pRq. We will first use the continuity of ρpxq “ |φepxq|2.
One put apart the case when φep0`q “ 0 or φep0´q “ 0. Indeed, the only eigenfunctions which have such limit
are the Rydberg ones. In such case, the continuity of ρ gives φep0`q “ φep0´q “ 0 and φe is eventually continuous
on R.
We recall that non Rydberg functions do not cancel at x “ 0. For such functions, the continuity of ρ implies
|φep0´q| “ |φep0`q| ðñ φep0´q “ eiθ φep0`q with θ P r0, 2πr.
Let φe1 and φe2 P D̟ be two independent eigenfunctions, φe1p0´q “ eiθ1 φe1p0`q and φe2p0´q “ eiθ2 φe2p0`q.
|φe1y and |φe2y are eigenstates of hermitian operator H̟pRq, their combination is physical; one can consider state
|ψy “ α|φe1y ` β eiζ |φe2y with arbitrary coefficients pα, βq P R2 and ξ P r0, 2πr. The evolution in time of |ψy is
given by
|ψptqy “ α e´i
e1~t
2m |φe1y ` β eiζ e
´i
e2~t
2m |φe2y .
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ρpx, tq “ |ψpx, tq|2 represents a density of probability and must be continuous with respect to x at all times. One
finds
ρpx, tq “ |α|2|φe1pxq|2 ` |β|2|φe2pxq|2 ` 2αβ ℜ
”
φe1 pxqφe2pxq
ı
cos
„ pe1 ´ e2q~t
2m
` ζ

´2αβ ℑ
”
φe1 pxqφe2 pxq
ı
sin
„ pe1 ´ e2q~t
2m
` ζ

.
The continuity of x ÞÑ ρpx, tq, valid for all α, β, ζ and t, implies that of ℜ`φe1φe2˘ and ℑ`φe1φe2˘; so one gets
φe1p0`qφe2 p0`q “ φe1p0´qφe2 p0´q .
If one of tφe1 , φe2u is Rydberg and cancels at x “ 0, this relation is always true. If they are both non Rydberg, it
reads eipθ1´θ2q “ 1 ðñ θ1 “ θ2p2πq, where p2πq means modulo 2π.
Eventually, we have proved the existence of θ̟ P r0, 2πr such that, for all non Rydberg eigenfunctions,
φep0´q “ eiθ̟ φep0`q .  (13)
4.3 θ-symmetry
We still consider H̟pRq. We still assume there exists a non Rydberg eigenfunction φe in the bound spectrum
(e ă 0). From (3), one can write φąe “ µ`k fη and φăe “ µ´k fη
p
, where the transposition is defined by ϕ
p
pxq “ ϕp´xq.
Then, (13) implies µ´k “ eiθ̟ µ`k . Thus, φe is said to be θ̟-symmetrical, where θ-symmetry is also written Rpθq
and defined by
Rpθq : φe “ φąe ` eiθ φąe
x
.
We assume now that there are two or more non Rydberg eigenfunctions in the bound spectrum, let us write them
ϕk1 andϕk2 . Note that ϕk1 9 ϕk2 ðñ ϕąk1 9 ϕąk2 (where ϕąk is the restriction on R˚`). Their scalar product reads
xϕk1 |ϕk2y “ 2xϕąk1 |ϕąk2y .
When they are not proportional, ϕk1 and ϕk2 can be eigenfunctions of the same H̟pRq only if ϕąk1 and ϕąk2 , their
restriction on R˚`, are orthogonal each other. From part 3, we get ωpη1q “ ωpη2q. Let us call ω̟ this constant.
Altogether, we have established the existence of parameters ω̟ and θ̟, such that all non Rydberg eigenfunctions
φe, in the bound spectrum, obey Rpθ̟q and gbpηq “ ´ω̟, with η “ λ{p2
?´eq, so φąe “ ϕąk P Bω̟ . 
We will examine now the situation, where there is also a Rydberg eigenstate in the domain of H̟pRq, and prove
that this Rydberg states has the opposite symmetry to the non Rydberg one, in the following sense. Consider
φe1 P B̟, with φe1 p0q ‰ 0, and φe2 P D̟, with φe2 p0q “ 0. φe1 obeys Rpθ̟q, which reads φăe1 “ eiθ̟ φąe1 . One
can expand φe2 into a θ̟-symmetrical and a θ̟`π-symmetrical parts, φe2 “ φθ̟e2 ` φθ̟`πe2 , as demonstrated in
appendix. Then, one finds φθ̟e2 “ 0, writing
0 “ xφe1 |φe2y “ xφe1 |φθ̟e2 y ` xφe1 |φθ̟`πe2 yloooooomoooooon
“0
“ 2xφąe1 |φθ̟ąe2 y
(the second term is zero by symmetry, cf. appendix) so φθ̟ąe2 is orthogonal to φ
ą
e1
, which is impossible, since
φąe1 P Dω̟ and φθ̟ąe2 P D8 because it is a Rydberg eigenfunction, unless φθ̟ąe2 “ 0. This proves that φθ̟e2 “ 0 so
φe2 obeys Rpθ̟ ` πq. 
Let us examine now free states. We consider a non Rydberg eigenfunction φe with e ą 0. We will find that
φe obeys Rpθ̟q and that φąe “ Ψąk P Fω̟ , but the demonstration is more involved and relies also on the current
continuity. To begin with, following (2), one can write φąe “ α`k Fη ` β`k Gη and φăe “ α´k Fη
x
` β´k Gη
x
. Applying
(13), one gets β´k “ eiθ̟ β`k .
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4.4 Conservation of current
We still consider H̟pRq and two independent eigenfunctions φe1 and φe2 in the domain of H̟pRq and calculate
the current associated to the mixed state |ψptqy defined in section 4.2. It becomes, after some calculation,
j “ j1 ` j2 ` ~αβ
m
ℜ
«
φe1 pxq
Bφe2
Bx pxq ´ φe2 pxq
Bφe1
Bx pxq
ff
ˆ sin
„ pe1 ´ e2q~t
2m
` ζ

`~αβ
m
ℑ
«
φe1 pxq
Bφe2
Bx pxq ´ φe2 pxq
Bφe1
Bx pxq
ff
ˆ cos
„ pe1 ´ e2q~t
2m
` ζ

,
where j1 and j2 are constant. The conservation of probability law
Bj
Bx `
Bρ
Bt “ 0 (14)
applies independently on the sinus and cosine terms, so it eventually reads
φe1pxq
B2φe2
Bx2 pxq ´ φe2pxq
B2φe1
Bx2 pxq ` pe2 ´ e1qφe1 pxqφe2 pxq “ 0
and must be verified @x P R. For x P R˚`, (14)ðñ (1); for x P R˚´, (14)ðñ (12); so, a particular attention must
be paid to the determination of Bj{Bx when it is evaluated through x “ 0. One has
Bj
Bxp0q “ limǫ1Ñ0`
ǫ2Ñ0
`
jpǫ2q ´ jp´ǫ1q
ǫ2 ` ǫ1 .
Let us continue the proof concerning non Rydberg free states, which was sketched in the previous section. We
choose |φe1y a non Rydberg bound state and |φe2y a non Rydberg free one (we assume their existence; one observes
that they are independent). So φąe1 “ µ`k1fη1 , φăe1 “ µ´k1fη1
x
, φąe2 “ α`k2Fη2`β`k2Gη2 and φăe2 “ α´k2Fη2
y
`β´k2Gη2
y
, with
µ´k1 “ eiθ̟ µ`k1 and β´k2 “ eiθ̟ β`k2 . All terms in the previous limit read ~αβm ℜpαβ..q sinp..q`
`
ℜØ ℑ & sinØ cos ˘.
One applies again the independence of sinus and cosine, and skips factor ~αβ
m
. The first order of the remaining
term reads
Dη1Cη2
2η2Γp1 ` η1q limǫ1Ñ0`
ǫ2Ñ0
`
µ`k1α
`
k2
´ µ´k1α´k2
ǫ1 ` ǫ2
and exists if and only if µ`k1α
`
k2
“ µ´k1α´k2 which therefore gives α´k2 “ eiθ̟ α`k2 . The second order reads
´ Dη1pη
2
1 ` η 22 q
4η 21 η
2
2 Cη2Γp1` η1q
lim
ǫ1Ñ0
`
ǫ2Ñ0
`
µ`k1β
`
k2
ǫ2 ` µ´k1β´k2ǫ1
ǫ1 ` ǫ2
and exists if and only if µ`k1β
`
k2
“ µ´k1β´k2 which therefore gives β´k2 “ eiθ̟ β`k2 . We have proved that all non
Rydberg obey Rpθ̟q, although we have not determined the set to which belongs φąe when e ą 0. 
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Before taking advantage of this result, let us conclude on the current of probability. For φe1 and φe2 non
Rydberg, j is odd and the limit of jpxq{x when xÑ 0 becomes
dj
dx
p0q “ β
`
k1
β`k2
Cη1Cη2
ˆ
1
p2η2q2 ´
1
p2η1q2
˙
if e1 ą 0 and e2 ą 0 ;
“ µ
`
k1
β`k2Dη2
Cη1Γp1` η2q
ˆ
1
p2η2q2 `
1
p2η1q2
˙
if e1 ą 0 and e2 ă 0 ;
“ µ
`
k1
µ`k2Dη1Dη2
Γp1` η1qΓp1 ` η2q
ˆ
1
p2η2q2 ´
1
p2η1q2
˙
if e1 ă 0 and e2 ă 0 .
This calculation is valid in both attractive or repulsive cases. For Rydberg states, the same three limits give
zero (the case e1 ă 0 and e2 ă 0 extends exactly; the case e1 ą 0 and e2 ă 0 also extends, because the wrong
normalisation vanishes in the zero limit; the case e1 ą 0 and e2 ą 0 is apart). Altogether, (14) is respected at all
cases. 
4.5 Self-adjoint extensions
We still consider self-adjoint extensionH̟pRq. We assume first that there exists a non Rydberg bound eigenfunction
φe1 . We have shown that there are two parameters ω̟ and θ̟ such that it reads φ
ą
e1
“ ϕąk1 and φăe1 “ eiθ̟ ϕąk1
y
with gbp λ2k1 q “ ´ω̟ and ϕąk1 P Bω̟ . In other words, φe1 is a θ-symmetrical eigenfunction of B̟.
Let us achieve the proof concerning non Rydberg free states; so we assume there is such an eigenfunction φe2 ,
with e2 ą 0. We know φe2 obeys Rpθ̟q. So the scalar product xφe1 |φe2y reads
0 “ xϕe1 |φe2y “ 2xφąe1 |φąe2y ;
it is zero because they are both eigenfunctions of the same operator H̟pRq. Now, the equality rFω̟ “ Fω̟ implies!
|φąe1y K |φąe2y ðñ φąe2 P Fω̟
)
. This proves that φe2 obeys Rpθ̟q with φąe2 P Fω̟ . Altogether, all non Rydberg
states obey Rpθ̟q with φąe P Dω̟ . 
Let us eventually consider any Rydberg eigenfunction φe3 of the same operator H̟pRq. We know that this
function is θ̟`π-symmetrical. Reversely, all θ̟`π-symmetrical Rydberg eigenfunctions are orthogonal to any
(here non Rydberg) θ̟-symmetrical function (cf. appendix), so H̟pRq can be extended into a symmetric operator
(one can choose a trivial action H̟pRq|φey “ |0y), acting on all eigenstates φe obeying Rpθ̟q with φąe P Dω̟ and
on all eigenstates φe obeying Rpθ̟ ` πq with φąe P D8. This extension is maximal by construction and reads
πθ̟
´
Hω̟pR˚`q ˆHω̟pR˚´q
¯
‘ πθ̟`π
´
H8pR˚`q ˆH8pR˚´q
¯
,
where πθ is the projector on θ-symmetrical functions. Since H̟pRq is maximal by definition, it is equal to this
extension, and our classification is complete, within the assumption that there are non Rydberg eigenfunctions
(one at least in the bound spectrum, one at least in the free spectrum). In such case, we define ̟ “ pω̟, θ̟q and
our results prove that D̟ “ πθ̟
`
Dω̟
Ť
D
p
ω̟
˘ ‘πθ̟`π`D8ŤDp8˘ and S̟ “ Sω̟ ŤS8. 
Let us assume now that there are no non Rydberg states. In that case, all combinations of eigenstates are
orthogonal, so the self-adjoint extension is defined on D8
Ť
D
p
8 with no constraint. It is maximal by construction,
so H̟pRq equals H8pR˚`q ˆ H8pR˚´q. We define ̟ “ 8 in that situation. Note that, however, H8pRq can be
identified with Hpω,θqpRq for any θ P r0, 2πr and ω Ñ 8, because one can expand any eigenfunction as the sum of
its θ-symmetrical and θ`π-symmetrical parts.
4.6 Existence of a non Rydberg bound state
We consider a self-adjoint extension H̟pRq. We assume there is at least a non Rydberg eigenstate, otherwise
̟ “ 8, which situation exists and has been studied above.
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We can rapidly exclude the situation, where there are no non Rydberg free eigenstates. Indeed, one knows that
all non Rydberg bound states’ energies belong to some set Sω̟ and that their eigenfunctions obey Rpθ̟q, with
θ̟ P r0, 2πr; so they belong to B̟ “ πθ̟pBω
Ť
B
p
ωq. Thus, H̟pRq can be extended by Hpω̟,θ̟qpRq. Therefore,
H̟pRq “ Hpω̟,θ̟qpRq and there are indeed non Rydberg free eigenstates.
On the contrary, the situation with non Rydberg free eigenstates and no bound ones can not be discarded so
easily. The demonstration is close to that of section 3.5.
We first study the case of a unique non Rydberg free eigenstate |φe1y. There must be a Rydberg free one |φe2y
with e2 ‰ e1, otherwise, H̟pRq would not be physical. (2) reads φąe1 “ α`k1Fη1 ` β`k1Gη1 , φăe1 “ α´k1Fη1
y
` β´k1Gη1
y
,
φąe2 “ α`k2Fη1 and φăe2 “ α´k2Fη2
y
.
We have found that there exists θ̟ such that β
´
k1
“ eiθ̟ β`k1 . Then, xφe1 |φe2y “ 0 gives
β`k1α
`
k2
` β´k1α´k2 “ 0
so α´k2 “ ´ eiθ̟ α`k2 “ eipθ̟`πq α`k2 . Since the eigenspace associated to e2 is of dimension 1 (because of the
Dirichlet condition, since φe2 is Rydberg), one deduces that φe2 obeys Rpθ̟ ` πq. Thus, from the relation above,
φe1 obeys Rpθ̟q. Therefore, α`k1{β`k1 “ α´k1{β´k1 ” ζk1 , one defines ω “ ´ gfpη1q `
ζk1C
2
η1
2η1
, then H̟pRq can be
extended by Hpω,θ̟qpRq, which admits non Rydberg bound eigenstates. This is indeed contradictory and the case
can be discarded. 
Let us assume now there are two independent non Rydberg free states |φe1y and |φe2y.
(2) reads φąe1 “ α`k1Fη1 ` β`k1Gη1 , φăe1 “ α´k1Fη1
y
` β´k1Gη1
y
, φąe2 “ α`k2Fη1 ` β`k2Gη2 and φăe2 “ α´k2Fη2
y
` β´k2Gη2
y
. We
have already found that there exist θ̟ such that β
´
k1
“ eiθ̟ β`k1 and β´k2 “ eiθ̟ β`k2 . We use the continuity of j the
same way as before, constructing a state |φy “ α|φe1y ` β|φe2y and calculating limǫ1Ñ0 ; ǫ2Ñ0. One applies again
the independence of sinus and cosine, and skips factor ~αβ
m
. Then, the first order of the remaining term reads
ˆ
Cη2
η1Cη1
`
β`k1α
`
k2
´ β´k1α´k2
˘` Cη1
η2Cη2
`
β`k2α
`
k1
´ β´k2α´k1
˘˙ˆ 1
ǫ` ` ǫ2 ,
so the existence of the limit ǫ1 Ñ 0 and ǫ2 Ñ 0 gives
ζ`k1C
2
η1
η1
´ ζ
´
k1
C 2η1
η1
“ ζ
`
k2
C 2η2
η2
´ ζ
´
k2
C 2η2
η2
. (15)
The second order gives β`k1β
`
k2
“ β´k1β´k2 , which one already knows. The scalar product xφe1 |φe2y reads
xφe1 |φe2y “
2λ
k 21 ´ k 22
˜
Cη2
Cη1
β`k1α
`
k2
´ β´k1α´k2
2 η1
´ Cη1
Cη2
ˆ β
`
k2
α`k1 ´ β´k2α´k1
2 η2
` gfpη1q ´ gfpη2q
Cη1Cη2
`
β`k1β
`
k2
` β´k1β´k2
˘¸
thus xφe1 |φe2y “ 0 gives
ζ`k1C
2
η1
η1
` ζ
´
k1
C 2η1
η1
´ 2 gfpη1q “
ζ`k2C
2
η2
η2
` ζ
´
k2
C 2η2
η2
´ 2 gfpη2q . (16)
Adding (15) and (16) proves that pζ`k1 , ζ`k2q obeys (10); thus, ζ`ki are real and obey (11). Subtracting (15) and
(16) proves that pζ´k1 , ζ´k2q obeys (10); thus, ζ´ki are real and obey (11). Then, (16) proves that the same ω can be
associated to all functions φąk1 , φ
ă
k1
, φąk2 and φ
ă
k2
. Therefore, notwithstanding we did not establish ζ`i “ ζ´i , one
can introduce any bound state associated to ϕη with gbpηq “ ´ω, and extend the action of H̟pRq on these bound
states, keeping the operator symmetric. This is contradictory, so the result is proved. 
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4.7 Discussion
Mathematical interpretation
We have determined all self-adjoint extensions. θ-symmetrical states obey Cpθq. So, all eigenfunctions φe of
Hω,θpRq, respecting Rpθq, with φąe P Dω, obey Cpθq and all eigenfunctions φe of Hω,θpRq, respecting Rpθ`πq, with
φąe P D8, obey Cpθ ` πq. For H8pRq, Cpθq reduces to Dirichlet conditions (all eigenfunctions obey Cpθ1q for any
θ1 P r0, 2πr).
The Dirichlet case in one dimension
We focus on the case ̟ “ 8 and study eigenfunctions φe. Both attractive and repulsive case can be considered,
but we will focus on the first one.
Let us consider the bound spectrum. From what precedes, µ in (3.2) is entirely free. Therefore, t|φąe y, |φăe yu
is a basis of the eigenspace Ee corresponding to energy e. This is an exceptional violation of the general result,
which asserts that an energy in the bound spectrum is non degenerated in one dimensional systems. Here, the
eigenspace Ee has dimension 2. However, examining the standard demonstration
26, on observes that it is based
on a Wronskian theorem, which can not apply here.
Another basis is composed of t|φ`e y, |φ-eyu, the even and odd extensions on R. For ω “ 8, one observes that
φ´e P CpRq for all e P S8
Ť
R`. H8pRq, defined on these basis, is closed and therefore self-adjoint. More generally,
one can use t|φθey, |φθ`πe yu, for any θ P r0, 2πr.
5 Physical applications
We study different possible extensions of this work to real physical situations.
5.1 The hydrogenate case in three dimension
Let us focus on the case D “ R3, using the mapping Φprq “ φprq{r, where φ is the one-dimensional solution and
Φ the radial part of the three-dimensional wavefunction. We will only consider the attractive case here.
Let us connect our parametrization ω with that of Ref. 14, which parameter is written α. We will show the
connection for bound states only, but this can be done for all states. The first order expansion of any state φe with
e ă 0 reads
φepxq “ a` λax lnp|λ|xq ` bx ;
this expression holds both in attractive and repulsive cases. ω can be expressed in terms of b{a, which reads
ω “ 1|λ| p
b
a
´ λq .
In Ref. 14, where λ reads γ, one finds parameters φ0 “ a and φ1 “ b, so one gets
α “ 1
4π
b
a
ðñ ω “ 1|λ| p4πα´ λq .
As it is well known27, for L ą 0, the solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation which do not cancel at r “ 0 do not
belong to L2pR3q and must therefore be discarded. On the contrary, that, corresponding to the case L “ 0, belong
to L2pR3q (all gη solutions, which diverge at r Ñ8 are excluded from this discussion). This is the reason why the
L ‰ 0 subspaces appearing in (2.1.13) of Ref. 14 have no parametrization, contrary to the L “ 0 one.
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Figure 6: Spectra for ωi (i“1,2,3) defined in the text. On the left, we show the absolute values, on the right, we
normalize energies so that the lowest energy is ´1. The variation of En`1 ´En, when n is increased, is steeper for
ω3.
This helps us interpreting what these authors mean by “Hγ,α,y describes the Coulomb interaction plus an
additional point interaction”: the eigenfunctions for α ă 8 are divergent eigenfunctions and not physical, although
they belong to L2pR3q, so they do not describe the physical Coulomb interaction. Most authors have similarly
assumed that the only admissible Coulomb bound states are the Rydberg ones, given by the Laguerre polynomial
Φprq “
c
2λ
n3{2
e´r L1np2rq
with a specific normalization (assuming that the spherical function reads 1{?4π for kinetic momentum L “ 0).
This solution exactly corresponds to the ω “ 8 Dirichlet case, which is also the α “ 8 one.
Actually, no fundamental principle of quantum mechanics justifies discarding solutions that diverge for r Ñ 0,
since the probability
ş |Φprq|2r2dr is finite (in the basic meaning “not infinite”). However, experimental evidences,
from the original Rydberg spectrum, are in excellent agreement with this assumption. We find that experimental
data28 are only compatible with |ω| ą 27779. We have simply compared the ratio E2´Em
E2´En , for several pm,nq
couples, as determined from these data, with that calculated from the exact values of Sω. Actually, pm,nq “ p5, 3q
gives the highest (best) limit of possible values for ω.
Based on these physical grounds, we will follow the common choice and, dealing with the case D “ R3,
discard all divergent wavefunctions, therefore reducing the parameter range to ω “ 8, the self-adjoint extension
corresponding to Dirichlet solutions. We can justify this choice, from a mathematical point of view, by reminding
that the deficiency coefficient of HpR3q is zero. We will discuss this point further on.
5.2 Explicit spectra for a semi-infinite line
The calculated spectra SωpR˚`q vary significantly, for different values of ω. We show three of them in Fig. 6,
corresponding to ω1 “ 8 (Rydberg spectrum), ω2 “ ωp´1{4q « 2.3 and ω3 “ ωp´1{2q « ´0.27 (close to the
Neumann case). As already pointed out, in any one-dimensional system the experimental determination of this
spectra would allow that of the limit φ1p0`q{φp0`q in the vicinity of the charge defect. Turning back to the one-
dimensional attractive case, defined in D “ R˚`, one observes that the previous physical arguments used in the
three-dimensional case cannot apply, because no wavefunction is ever diverging. Therefore, one must consider all
parameters, ω Ps ´8,8r in the attractive case, ω Ps ´8, 2 γ
E
s in the repulsive one.
The determination of ω is highly system dependent. If any experimental spectrum, close enough to this case,
can be measured in the future with high enough precision, like that of a one-dimensional quantum wire (like a
carbon nanotube) with a charge defect at one extremity or an hydrogen atom in very intense magnetic field, then
we argue that the limit condition φ1p0q{φp0q, at that extremity, will be determined by examining the sequence of
energies E1 ă E2 ă E3... and in particular the sequence of their ratio.
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5.3 Regularization of the potential
We consider here the regularized potential Vε “ λ{
?
x2 ` ε2q in the attractive case, with D “ R. This is a way to
address the 1` ε-dimensional case, since this potential describes the situation where the charge is lightly displaced
from axis R in the 3-dimensional space. When ε Ñ 0, it converges towards the Coulomb potential, Vε Ñ V . We
focus on the negative (bound) spectrum of the corresponding Hamiltonian HεpRq, which is self-adjoint.
This spectrum is found discrete and non degenerate @ε ‰ 0. In this case, all eigenfunctions are orthogonal
and form a complete basis, because they obey to HpR3q, which is self-adjoint, as explained before. They separate
into two groups, odd functions χε2p with p P N˚, and even ones χε2p`1 with p P N. We will note eεp the energies
corresponding to odd solutions, and eε
p` 1
2
that of even solutions. Fig. 7 shows the first (smallest) energies as a
function of ln 1{ε.
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Figure 7: First energies of p
2
2m
` Vε (eε1
2
, eε1, e
ε
3
2
, eε2, e
ε
5
2
and eε3 from bottom to top) versus lnp1{εq in dimensionless
y-scale. The asymptotic limit is indicated by an arrow on the right, for each curve and by the horizontal straight
lines.
When ε Ñ 0, even wavefunctions χε2p Ñ χ02p “ φ´λ2{p4p2q while their energy rapidly reaches ´λ2{p4p2q the
corresponding Rydberg energy. Odd ones also χε2p`1 Ñ φ´λ2{p4p2q while their energy reaches ´λ2{p4p2q the
Rydberg energy. This is conform with the 2-degeneracy that is proved in the case ̟ “ t8`,8´u, which shows
that HεpRq Ñ H8pRq. An odd eigenfunction seems to be converging towards a zero energy eigenfunction, but it
vanishes as εÑ 0, in conformity with our discussion about these functions.
6 Spectral theorem
We discuss the way one should write the spectral theorem, in the case of incompatible self-adjoint extensions.
6.1 Spectral theorem in R˚
`
For each value ω, HωpR˚`q is self-adjoint, so the spectral theorem is valid. Therefore, any function ψi P L2pR˚`q
can be developed on the basis BωpR˚`q
Ť
FωpR˚`q
ψipxq “
ÿ
ηPSω
bikϕkpkxq `
ż
R`
cikΨkpkxq
dk
π
with bik “ xϕk|ψiy and cik “ xΨk|ψiy .
endeqnarray* For ω “ 8 and λ ă 0 (attractive case), this formula is equivalent to Eq. 19.171, in Ref. 26 with a
different normalization (we preferred to use k parameter, rather than E). We have checked this formula numerically
on several examples, x ÞÑ e´x2 , x ÞÑ x e´x2 , etc. One can, in particular, expand a function ϕk, with ωp λ2k q ‰ ω1
on Bω1pR˚`q
Ť
Fω1pR˚`q, which we have done for functions ψ0 “ ϕ´λ (setting ω0 “ ωp´ 12 q) or ψ0 “ ϕ´λ3 (setting
ω0 “ ωp´ 32 q), while choosing ω1 “ 8.
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ω “ ω0 or ω “ ω1, is well defined by this expansion, writing for instance
Hω1pR˚`q|ψ0y “ ´
ÿ
´k 21 PSω1
k 21 b
0
k1
ϕk1 pk1xq `
ż
R`
k 21 c
0
k1
Ψk1pk1xq
dk1
π
.
This result differs from Hω0pR˚`q|ψ0y, which reads
Hω0pR˚`q|ψ0y “ ´k 20 |ψ0y “ ´
ÿ
´k 21 PSω1
k 20 b
0
k1
ϕk1 pk1xq ´
ż
R`
k 20 c
0
k1
Ψk1pk1xq
dk1
π
.
Finally, one should be aware that, as a formal derivative operator, the action of HpR˚`q on ψ0 is well defined.
In particular, one is interested by its action on eigenfunctions φe. One eventually finds
HpR˚`q|φey “ e|φey
which means that HpR˚`q acts on ψe as HωpR˚`q with ω “ ωpeq, the index of energy e. However, HpR˚`q is not a
good operator, because it does not correspond to the same self-adjoint extension, for each state.
Technically, the last result can be understood as follows: d{dx does not commute with ş dk in the former
development. Indeed, when the derivation is performed inside the integral, it produces a factor η 9 1{k which
makes it improper.
This analysis is common with that, which can be made for H “ ´d2{dx2; the divergence of the Coulomb
potential is not entirely responsible of the loss of self-adjointness.
6.2 Spectral theorem in R
The spectral theorem in R can be formulated after that in R˚`. Each θ-symmetrical and θ`π-symmetrical part
of any function can be expanded separately. Considering H̟pRq, with ̟ “ pω, θq, any function φ P L2pRq
expands into φ “ φθ ` φθ`π. Then φθ expands in BωpRq
Ť
FωpRq exactly as φθą in BωpR˚`q
Ť
FωpR˚`q but for a
supplementary factor 1{?2 : one should take the expansion calculated for D “ R˚` and allow x P R; similarly φθ`π
expands in B8pRq
Ť
F8pRq exactly as φθ`πą in B8pR˚`q
Ť
F8pR˚`q but for a supplementary factor 1{
?
2.
It applies also in the particular case ̟ “ 8, choosing any arbitrary θ. In this case, one can also write
f “ fą ` fă (where fą extends in R˚´ as zero and fă extends in R˚` as zero). fą expands in B8pR˚`q
Ť
F8pR˚`q
and fă expands in B8pR˚´q
Ť
F8pR˚´q. This is the right place to observe that µ, defined in (3.2), is not determinate
in this particular case. One can indeed choose µ “ 0 (i.e. f “ fą) or µ “ 8 (i.e. f “ fă). We discuss this
supplementary degree of freedom further.
7 Topological classification of the extension parameter space
7.1 Structure for D “ R˚
`
in the repulsive case
The structure of the order parameter seems to be equivalent to the interval s ´8, 2 γ
E
s in the repulsive case, which
is topologically equivalent to interval s0, 1s. This is notwithstanding the special case H2 γ
E
pR˚`q, which we found
for the zero energy. This case corresponds to ω “ 2 γ
E
, but, what should now be pointed out is that the regular
limit ω Ñ 2 γ
E
, which can be constructed, using gη, does not exist. One finds indeed that eigenfunction gη tends
to a singular distribution with t0u support. Looking for such a solution, one substitutes again ϕ0 “
ř8
n“0 anδ
pnq
in (1). When η Ñ8, one finds that all coefficients an are zero.
This indicates that the right boundary of s´8, 2 γ
E
s is apart, one should write, instead, s´8, 2 γ
E
rŤt2 γ
E
u and
draw
‚
to characterize this space, which is topologically equivalent to pR,`8q.
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Figure 9: Representation of the order parameter space in the repulsive case (left) or attractive case (right). Left
are represented the ω “ 2 γ
E
closing circle, the ω axis (which is supposed to vary from ´8 to 2 γ
E
) and the gauge
parameter θ. Right is represented the ω “ ˘8 point at the strangling point and a θ-circle is pointed out: all
orthogonal lines to this circle vary with ω.
7.2 Up1q structure for D “ R˚
`
in the attractive case
Let us observe on Fig. 8 the curve of index ωpηq in the attractive case. It is not periodic, but there is an infinity
of vertical asymptotes at positions η “ ´n, n P N˚.
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-20
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20
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Figure 8: ω versus η in the attractive case.
Any interval r´n ´ 1,´ns, for n P N, covers all indices ω. In other words, any eigenfunction ϕη P L2pR˚`q, with
index η, belongs to the bound spectrum of HωpR˚`q, where ωpηq is determined by this curve. ω Ñ ´8 and ω Ñ8
are identified (to the Rydberg solutions), which proves that the set of all extensions of HpR˚`q is mapped on a
space, which is topologically equivalent to the circle Up1q.
7.3 Structure for D “ R
It is worth pointing out that, although the space of extension parameter is reduced, as a consequence of the
continuity condition at x “ 0, we get the same deficiency coefficients as Oliveira et al 12 in that D “ R case, which
are (2,2).
Since there is no Rydberg state in the repulsive case, the structure due to parameters pω, θq is very simple, it is
an infinite cylinder pR,`8q ˆ r0, 2πr, with a closed boundary at one side, as represented in Fig. 9. The structure
in the attractive case is more like a torus, with a strangling, that is a singular point of infinitely small narrowness,
corresponding to ω “ ˘8, as seen on Fig. 9.
The θ-symmetry introduces a phase factor ˘ eiθ when a particle passes x “ 0. Factor eiθ is arbitrary but
identical for all states associated to Hpω,θqpRq, similarly to standard gauge symmetry.
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8 Conclusion
The one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation with a Coulomb λ{|x| potential brings unusual difficulties, for the
physical interpretation of its solutions. Indeed, the corresponding hamiltonians HpR˚`q and HpRq admit an infinity
of self-adjoint extensions, classified by a real parameter ω. In the case of HpR˚`q with an attractive Coulomb
potential, ω is defined in the space R where ´8 is identified with 8; this space is topologically equivalent to the
circle Up1q. In the case of HpR˚`q with a repulsive Coulomb potential, ω is defined in s ´ 8, 2 γEs. In both cases,
parameter ω must be chosen according to the limit Bφpxq|λ|Bx {φpxq ˘ lnp|λ|xq when xÑ 0, where ˘ is the sign of λ. In
the attractive case, the particular value ω “ 8 brings the Dirichlet solutions, which obey φp0q “ 0 and correspond
to the standard Rydberg spectrum, while the other spectra are unusual and have never been observed yet. In
the repulsive case, the particular value ω “ 2 γ
E
gives a continuous spectrum R`, the zero energy eigenfunction of
which is bounded.
In the case of HpRq, physical constraints yield a phase gauge θ, which describes the discontinuity of wavefunc-
tions at x “ 0. If the Coulomb potential is attractive, two situations may occur: either one finds two separate
spectra, the eigenstates of which are orthogonal and obey, respectively, Rpθq and Rpθ ` π
2
q symmetry; or the
spectrum is the standard Rydberg one, with an exceptional 2-degeneracy of all eigenfunctions. We did not study
the repulsive case here, but we induce that there is also a supplementary symmetry Rpθq, giving the representation
sketched in Fig. 9 (left).
This study brings up new considerations about quantum physics: in order to conciliate the classification of
HpR˚`q and HpR3q with standard experimental measures of the hydrogen electronic energy levels, one has to
discard all divergent wavefunctions, but we could not justify this choice. So we suggest to add a postulate in
quantum physics, stipulating that no divergent wavefunction can be admitted, in other words all wavefunctions are
bounded. Indeed, this would give an explanation why one never observes any physical states with ω ‰ 8.
This work shows that one must be very careful when using the spectral theorem for an unbounded hamiltonian.
At a time when theoretical physics research includes new and mathematically unexpected objects (like complex
eigenvalues for hamiltonians, skyrmions, Majorana fermions), advanced studies of non self-adjoint hamiltonians are
necessary, and, what seemed old-fashioned physics reveals an essential source of inspiration and comprehension, to
determinate whether a self-adjoint extension is valid or not.
A Appendix
A.1 Overlappings
Some overlappings have been calculated in Ref. 11. We give here a general derivation of all scalar products. Let
us first consider the case of a bound-unbound product xϕk1 |Ψk2y. One has
ż 8
0
dxϕk1 pxq
B2Ψk2
Bx2 pxq´Ψk2pxq
B2ϕk1
Bx2 pxq “
„
ϕk1pxq
BΨk2
Bx pxq´Ψk2pxq
Bϕk1
Bx pxq
8
0`
substituting (1) for Ψ or ϕ, one gets “ ´pk 21 ` k 22 q
ż 8
0
dx ϕk1pxqΨk2pxq
which leads to (7). The demonstration for a bound-bound product xϕk1 |ϕk2y is very similar. One has
ż 8
0
dxϕk1 pxq
B2ϕk2
Bx2 pxq´ϕk2 pxq
B2ϕk1
Bx2 pxq “
„
ϕk1 pxq
Bϕk2
Bx pxq´ϕk2pxq
Bϕk1
Bx pxq
8
0`
substituting (1), one gets “ pk 22 ´ k 21 q
ż 8
0
dx ϕk1pxqϕk2 pxq
which leads to (4).
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Using the same method, we can verify the normalization of free states. One has
ż 8
0
dxΨk1pxq
B2Ψk2
Bx2 pxq ´Ψk2pxq
B2Ψk1
Bx2 pxq “
„
Ψk1pxq
BΨk2
Bx pxq ´Ψk2pxq
BΨk1
Bx pxq
8
0`
substituting (1), one gets “ pk 21 ´ k 22 q
ż 8
0
dx Ψk1pxqΨk2 pxqi .
While, in previous calculations, the only non zero contribution of the r s lies at x “ 0`, here, both this boundary
and the infinite one contributes. We have not given in (9) the detailed calculation of this last contribution. Let us
replace 8 by L and take LÑ 8 afterwards. For xFη1 |Fη2y and xGη1 |Gη2y, one finds a main contribution
mη1η2 ” sin
`
k1L´ k2L´ η1 lnp2k1Lq ` η2 lnp2k2Lq ` Γp1`iη1q ´ Γp1`iη2q
˘
“ sinppk1 ´ k2qAη1η2q cospsη1η2q ` cosppk1 ´ k2qAη1η2q sinpsη1η2q ,
with Aη1η2“L ` 2 η1η2λ lnp|λ|Lq and sη1η2“η1 ln |η1| ´ η2 ln |η2| ` Γp1`iη1q ´Γp1`iη2q. The other contributions
expand as power of 1{L and are suppressed when LÑ8. Similarly, xGη1 |Fη2y gives a contribution
nη1η2 ” cos
`
k1L´ k2L´ η1 lnp2k1Lq ` η2 lnp2k2Lq ` Γp1`iη1q ´ Γp1`iη2q
˘
“ cosppk1 ´ k2qAη1η2q cospsη1η2q ´ sinppk1 ´ k2qAη1η2q sinpsη1η2q ,
while xFη1 |Gη2y gives ´nη1η2 . The other contribution also cancel as powers of 1{L. Note that Aη1η2 Ñ 8 when
LÑ8, whatever η1 and η2, so we will write A for short.
Eventually, taking into account all factors αωη1 , α
ω
η2
, βωη1 and β
ω
η2
and 1{pk 21 ´ k 22 q, one finds exactly three kinds
of contribution,
pαωη1αωη2 ` βωη1βωη2q sinppk1 ´ k2qAq{pk1 ´ k2q , zpk1, k2q sinpApk1 ´ k2qq and zpk1, k2q cospApk1 ´ k2qq
where z are non given continuous functions, while the first kind occurs only once and may be rewritten`pαωη1q2 ` pβωη1q2˘ sinppk1 ´ k2qAq{pk1 ´ k2q, since the difference is of the second kind (note that all these functions
z arise from a cancellation of the k1 ´ k2 factor in the denominator with a similar factor in the numerator arising
from Young-Taylor expansion). One must take |αωη1 |2 ` |βωη1 |2 “ 1 to get generalized orthonormality. Taking into
account the dk{π integration factor (which means dividing by π), on finds sinppk1 ´ k2qAq{pk1 ´ k2q Ñ δpk1 ´ k2q
when AÑ8. Both sinpApk1 ´ k2qq Ñ 0 and cospApk1 ´ k2qq Ñ 0 as LÑ8, so all the contribution of the second
and third kind are suppressed at this limit. Thus our calculations are proved.
A.2 Decomposition of a function
For all θ P r0, 2πr, any function f , R Ñ C, can be decomposed into θ-symmetrical and θ ` π-symmetrical parts,
f “ fθ ` fθ`π. The demonstration is similar to that of the decomposition into even and odd parts. We write fą
the restriction of f on R˚` and f
ă that on R˚´. Then, one finds
fθpxq “
"
fąθ pxq @x ą 0 ;
făθ pxq @x ă 0 ;
with fąθ “
fą` eiθ fă
x
2
; făθ “
fă` e´iθ fą
x
2
;
fθ`πpxq “
"
fąθ`πpxq @x ą 0 ;
făθ`πpxq @x ă 0 ;
with fąθ`π “
fą´ eiθ fă
x
2
; făθ`π “
fă´ e´iθ fą
x
2
.
Moreover, @θ P r0, 2πr, a θ-symmetrical function f1 and a θ ` π-symmetrical one f2 are orthogonal:
xf1|f2y “ xfă1 |fă2 y ` xfą1 |fą2 y “ xfą1
x
| eiθ eipθ`πq |fą2
x
y ` xfą1 |fą2 y “ ´xfą1
x
|fą2
x
y ` xfą1 |fą2 y “ 0 .
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B Complex spectrum of the Coulomb potential
Contrary to HωpR˚`q, H admits states of complex eigenvalue, included in L2pR˚`q, as for example the following
function in Fig. 10. This results from m˘ ‰ 015.
These solutions are however orthogonal to the quest of self-adjoint extensions and need not to by studied
furthermore.
Figure 10: Curves of the real (plain line) and imaginary (dashed line) parts of a function φ, solution of ´φ2pxq ´
φpxq{x “ p1` iqφpxq.
C Self-adjoint extensions of R3˚
.
If one defines eigenstates in L2pR3˚q (the pointed space, where the position of the fixed charged particle is
excluded), one finds that the classification of HpR3˚q extensions is equal to that of HpR˚`q ones12.
This exclusion results from the Coulomb potential emitted by the particle, but the other charged particle is
then treated separately from the first one. If one makes the standard transformation of the two-particle problem
into a virtual charge submitted to an effective Coulomb potential centered at the barycentre, the exclusion of the
barycentre is not founded anymore.
Eventually, this choice would have no influence on the final discussion of physical states in three dimension,
since, as explained in the article, only Rydberg states have ever been observed.
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Table 1: Notations and terminology
ℜ / ℑ real/imaginary part of a complex number
i the imaginary number. Its conjugate reads i “ ´i
D generic physical space
R set of real numbers
R
˚
` / N set of positive real/integer numbers
E˚ the set E excluding 0 (for any set E)
H hamiltonian
simple without degeneracy
η adimensional Coulomb parameter
Rydberg states eigenstates corresponding to ´η P N
non Rydberg states eigenstates corresponding to ´η R N
L1pDq set of Lebesgue integrable functions defined in D
L2pDq set of Lebesgue square integrable functions defined in D
Ln Laguerre polynomial
D generic domain where eigenstates are defined for a given self-adjoint extension
not to be confused with boundary conditions in real space, applied to HpDq
S generic set of negative eigenvalues for a given self-adjoint extension
(we call it spectrum instead of discrete spectrum)
B generic set of bound eigenstates for a given self-adjoint extension
F generic set of free eigenstates for a given self-adjoint extension
ω parameter which classifies the self-adjoint extensions in the semi-infinite real line case
̟ “ pω, θq parameter which classifies the self-adjoint extensions in the real line case
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